
	  
	  

The ancestral star  
 

I stared at the hologram of the Earth as it slowly rotated round. as it once was 

thousands of years ago. It was beautiful; so alive with the candescent blue 

mixing so peacefully with the radiant green, the light of the sun heating the 

planet ensuring that life could exist and the moon on a never-ending cycle 

across the earth, keeping the tides at bay. All exist in a perfect balance so that 

we may live. Looking at the earth now, burnt to a dusty red as the sun draws 

its final breath. The colour has faded and so have we. Once we were flesh 

and bone, limited in our knowledge about life and our place in the universe. 

Now we carry the weight of the universe on our shoulders burdened with 

humanity’s final sacrifice for the world to be reborn.  

 

 Our ancestors would not recognize us today we would be aliens to 

them, unknown, uncanny creatures.  Our flesh, once soft and spongy, created 

to protect the precious blood that flowed around our veins and our heart so 

strong and steady that kept the blood on its ever flowing path has long since 

faded. We have evolved until all that is left are the basic elements that the 

stars had instilled in us at the moment of their destruction. The flesh is gone, 

turned translucent with the elements flowing through what was once our 

bloodstream, along with a thousand flecks of stardust. Our brains survived. 

Time and science has allowed us to preserve them and has enabled us to 

access every part of them, not just specific parts. This is a blessing and a 

curse as we remember all the glory and pain of the past. It is a cursed 

existence we live now and with every new day I find myself longing for the 

peaceful ignorance of my ancestors, where we could believe in a God who 
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could protect us from the horrors of the world. Knowledge and time has taught 

me that maybe it was humanity that was the horror of the world.   

 

As the last keeper of the past I connected my consciousness with the 

hologram projector giving it life I focused my memories on some of the horrors 

of our predecessors. I watched as they unfolded before my eyes. One was a 

man standing over a majestic creature with large paws and a mane of gold so 

precious and rare, lying dead on the ground, shot down for sport. Disgusted, I 

moved on to a series of images of humans treating other humans like 

animals, beating them to create monuments to Gods who would be forgotten 

to time and punishing others for the colour of their skin, all the while calling 

themselves ‘civilised’ and the other ‘barbaric’. I couldn’t stop the images 

coming from my head as series of images appeared before me from countless 

wars fought in the name of a God, used as an excuse for a group of humans 

who craved more power. The Earth and its children, the unwilling victims of a 

few men’s hubris.   

 

The horror was too much. I tried to focus my mind on anything else to take 

away the horrors of the past, yet my mind was not willing to comply. I focused 

on nature hoping to find the beauty in the natural world, yet I couldn’t focus on 

that. Instead I saw scorched terrains, trees cut down and used to decorate the 

homes of people who had more than they ever needed as others lay out in the 

cold. Ignorance plentiful as the natural world was raped of its resources. It 

was painful to see, looking back to how blind we truly were to the rest of the 

world. We were selfish, wrapped up in our own existence and problems.  
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I forced the memories to stop by shutting the hologram down completely to 

clear my mind.  I turned to look out the window of the ancestral archives. 

Blackness was all I saw except if you looked very closely you could just see 

the red dot that was once called ‘home’; a foreign concept to us now. We had 

no home. We were travellers, perfectly lost in the ever-expanding universe.  

The Earth barely recognisable, it’s funny to think how foolish we once were 

thinking that it would last forever as we destroyed the very thing needed for 

our survival. We ignored the fragile balance needed to ensure that survival 

and as a result we had to evolve to what we are now: barely recognizable as 

the humans we once were. Did we not realise how fragile our whole existence 

was? Did we even care?    

 

It was moments like these where I had dark thoughts. Were we doing the right 

thing ensuring humanity’s survival? Would it be kinder to the universe to let 

humanity die out, to end the pain and suffering that came at the hands of my 

ancestors and their pursuit for power and pleasure? Overthinking can be a 

dangerous thing; the mind I have found over my years of existence has a 

tendency to focus on the bad, ignoring the good that is prevalent all around. I 

turned back to the room, which was completely white, clinical even. The 

hologram being the only decoration, stood shut down in the middle of the 

room waiting to be turned back on. We had long lost the need for aesthetics.  

 

My musings were cut short by the arrival of Joseph. His body was a mixture of 

red, blue and green all flowing together like a stream of colours with red being 

the dominant form. Joseph, always sure of the mission, had total faith in 
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humanity hence why he chose to name himself after an old biblical figure from 

one of the great lost religions of the world.  He looked at me standing alone in 

this room. Puzzlement could be seen in his eyes. He was obviously 

wondering why I was here instead of greeting the rest of humanity who were 

travelling from across the galaxies so we may merge the last elements 

together to create a star, in hope that it may one day create life.  

‘Don’t worry Joseph, I will join you momentarily. I just want to remember what 

we are sacrificing ourselves for.” 

He motioned beside him for someone I could not see. Coming into focus was 

a youngling who was visibly nervous. Joseph spoke in a voice that was both 

calming and authoritative.  

‘This youngling is experiencing some anxiety about the upcoming sacrifice. 

Maybe you can set his mind at ease?’ 

I nodded my head in approval and beckoned the youngling into the room with 

me as Joseph left to attend the welcoming.   

 

Once the youngling stood next to me I began hoping to set his and my own at 

ease. Channelling my mind I focused on opening back up the hologram 

programme. The faint buzzing sound alerted me to its activation.  Looking 

down at the youngling, it was clear green was his predominant colouring. I 

could see the distress flowing through him. His elemental blood stream, unlike 

Joseph’s peaceful, calm flow, was turbulent. Wanting to comfort him, I 

focused my mind on an image of a peaceful sea. The sun shone, turning the 

water into a thousand shimmering diamonds. The youngling’s eyes lit up as 
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his bloodstream started to slow down, becoming more peaceful the more he 

focused on the image.  

‘It’s okay to be afraid’, I said. 

The youngling moved, slightly startled by my voice. 

‘I find myself wondering sometimes if it’s worth the sacrifice but then I look at 

this,’ I gestured to the image of the sea, ‘and I see hope and possibility. The 

world was once filled with so much promise and beauty. We can bring that 

back.’ 

I focused my mind on nature and watched as the hologram expanded, 

revealing the blue sky and birds as they fly across to explore distant lands. 

Moving the hologram along I showed him fields of rolling greens and large 

mountains covered in snow. His face lit up in amazement as his eyes hungrily 

took in each image.   

 

Closing the hologram down the room turned back to its clinical whiteness I 

turned to face him.  

‘Do you see now why we have to sacrifice ourselves for nature to be born 

again?’ 

He took his time to respond, thinking carefully about his answer before he 

turned to look me directly in the eyes for the first time. He spoke in a clear and 

confident voice. 

‘This beauty you’ve shown me was destroyed by our ancestors and their 

greed. Why should we allow that to repeat itself?’  

His answer took me by surprise. Wasn’t this the very question I had asked 

myself earlier? I turned to the hologram picturing humanity at its finest. An 
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image of two children holding hands and smiling, perfectly innocent, then 

another of a group of people standing at the edge of a forest stopping others 

from cutting down the trees. Kids planting seeds, adults on a beach helping a 

stranded animal back into the sea. I smiled as each image washed over me. I 

spoke ensuring I was loud and clear.  

‘Because amidst the selfishness of some, there is kindness and selflessness 

to be found. Our ancestors had hope for a better future, one in which 

everyone was equal. They evolved over centuries, some for the better, others 

for the worse… but they always had hope no matter how bad things were and 

so must we, especially now in our last moments.’ 

Love is a curious thing , something wonderful and made to be preserved it is 

by far the one thing that makes humanity worth saving. Opening the hologram 

projector back up before i presented a collection of images: a mother giving 

birth to a child, the child as the picture of innocence, the mother basking in 

adoration and love. Two people holding hands down a street, dancing under 

the stars, twirling, laughing, the noise echoing around the room like a long 

forgotten echo of the past, the girl smiling as he leant in to kiss her. I touched 

the space where my lips should be longingly, as the hologram switched to 

numerous people kissing, gender and race obsolete in the face of love. 

Switching to celebrations of love, girls dressed in white, people clapping, 

dancing, drinking and eating. Finally I show the youngling an image of a lady, 

wrinkled and weak, lying in a bed surrounded by the people she loved. A 

young lady held one wrinkled hand in hers as salt water dripped from her 

eyes. Whilst an old man brushed the hair away from the old lady green eyes, 

his blue eyes sparkling with unshed tears waiting for permission to flow forth 
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as he leaned in to kiss her forehead. I faded the images out in my mind until I 

opened my eyes to the blinding light of the room, so dull and empty like the 

rest of the world, and I was sure in my conviction that we were making the 

right decision. Humanity deserved a second chance at life. Of this I was sure. 

Humanity’s ability to love eclipsed any lingering doubts I had.  

 

I turned to the youngling as the room fell silent. He still looked troubled. He 

turned to me and in a small voice I heard him in my mind, an almost childlike 

voice say, I’m scared to die. The thought of dying never scared me because in 

a way no one ever really dies. We exist always in another being. Speaking 

only to him I replied, ‘Do not think of it as dying. Like a mother giving birth to a 

child, we are giving life, opening up an endless stream of possibilities, 

wonders and miracles waiting to be created and we will exist in every single 

life form that we helped create. We will live, love, laugh, cry and be sad again. 

We will be reborn over and over again in a never ending cycle of life and 

death.’ 

He looked out into the great expanse of the universe, the ocean of darkness 

terribly empty looking. Thoughtful he turned to me, glowing like a miniature 

cosmos.  

‘Will it hurt?’ he asked, shimmering like the sun catching on the dew of the 

grass, 

I smiled softly, ‘It will be like falling asleep. You’ll see dancing, colours and 

remember the happiest memories and then nothing but silence and blackness 

in a matter of seconds. Then one day you will awake and observe as stars do 

as the universe is reborn.’ 
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Standing taller he turned to me.  

‘I am ready to die.’ 

I held out my hand, which he grasped onto firmly like the water meeting the 

Earth. We basked in the beauty of two elements meeting in perfect unison, 

co-existing peacefully for a brief moment in time. I led the youngling back to 

the welcoming area where we stood with what was left of the human race with 

each of us glowing red, blue and green and gazing into the great beyond, 

reminiscing about the wonders and tragedies that our race had created and 

basking in all the wondrous possibilities of the future.  

 

We are all made of stardust. Like stars we have burned bright for billions of 

years and in our final moments humanity will end in a burst of light so 

fantastical it will forge the way for a new Earth and we will be remembered as 

gods of old who paved the way for life to be reborn. We die as stars so that 

life may carry on its never-ending circle. I look to my right and see a cloud of 

red, to my left a cloud of green and me vanishing in a cloud of blue fire licking 

at my body and swallowing me whole. I look out to the universe as I stand 

beside my brethren, tears of starlight falling from my eyes. We are the last of 

humanity forged from the nuclear surface of a burning star billion’s of years 

ago. We lived, loved, created, evolved and devolved back into the stars we 

had worshiped for so long. At the end of the universe we have come full circle 

back to the start of creation. We stand united as the elements that made us, 

ready to die, like the star that created us, so that life may carry on. We are 

human. We are stars. We die so others may live. 
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